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Introduction
• Behavioral Cloning (BC)
• Imitation Learning (IL) as a supervised learning problem.

• (+) Simple. No need of environment interaction.

• (-) The causal confusion problem:

BC policy may find a “lazy way” to only focus on the noticeable effect of the action,
but ignore the cause when it is subtle or complicated.

E.g., BC policy fails when the score is present in the training states.
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Introduction
• Possible solutions:

a. Observational causal discovery:

• Requires tabular/structured data, not suitable for sensory data like images.

b. Interventional causal discovery [de Haan’19]:

• Disentangled representation learned using beta-VAE.

• Requires expert/environment interaction to infer the causal graph.
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[de Haan’19] de Haan, Pim, Jayaraman, Dinesh, and Levine, Sergey. Causal confusion in imitation learning. In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2019.



Method: Main Idea
• Why BC fails, exactly?

BC policy focused region often collapses onto a small region, usually the most 
noticeable effect.

• Main idea:

Encourage the policy to uniformly attend to all semantic objects in the image.
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Method: OREO
• OREO: Object-aware REgularizatiOn

a. Extract semantic objects in an image:

Leverage the discrete code of VQ-VAE [v.d. Oord’17].

• The latent vector itself still keeps spacial information,

• but similar discrete code values mark similar semantic objects.
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[v.d. Oord’17] van den Oord, A., Vinyals, O., & Kavukcuoglu, K. Neural discrete representation learning. In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, 2017.



Method: OREO
• OREO: Object-aware REgularizatiOn

b. Enforcing attendance to all semantic objects:

Randomly masking out an object, i.e. units that share the same discrete code.
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Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Initialize



Experiments
• Confounded Atari 

Environments
[de Haan’19]
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interaction-free version a direct causal method

Previous action as a 
noticeable effect



Experiments
• Original Atari 

Environments
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interaction-free version a direct causal method

Naturally-existing 
causal confusion



Experiments
• Visualization
• OREO attends to more relevant objects, even in the original environment.
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Experiments 
• Sensitivity analysis
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OREO

Object-aware dropout matters.



Experiments
• Ablation study
• The gain comes from the object-aware dropout design, but not naively leveraging VQ-VAE.
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Experiments
• Comparison with CCIL with env. interaction
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Experiments
• Comparison with Inverse Reinforcement Learning (with env. interaction)
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Experiments
• Real-world application: the CARLA self-driving environment.
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Thanks!
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.14118
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